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Why are models uncertain?





Model Uncertainty is a consequence of violating the scaling 
symmetries of the PDEs by introducing a finite discretisation. 

Model uncertainty is fundamentally “ontological” not 
“epistemological”.

The problem is acute because 
of the -5/3 spectrum: at smaller 

scales, in the tropics and 
perhaps the summer 

extratropics. 



ECMWF Workshop on New Insights and Approaches to 
Convective Parametrization

4-7 November 1996

Eventually written up as Palmer (2001)

http://www.ecmwf.int/publications/library/do/references/list/16211


MM: Perturbing parameter values as if they were independent of one 
another makes no physical sense. We should treat model uncertainty 
more holistically. 

TP: We need to address the representation of ontological model 
uncertainty associated with the need to truncate the underlying PDEs 
and hence go beyond parameter perturbation schemes. 

SPPT is easy to maintain across model cycles. By contrast, parameter 
perturbation schemes will have to be retuned each time new or revised 
parametrisations are introduced. 

SPPT: Devised as an alternative to parameter 
perturbation. 
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Shutts and Palmer 
(2007). Coarse-graining 
as a way to justify SPPT 
assumptions



SPPT has a dramatically positive impact on tropical skill scores at virtually no 
extra cost. 

Palmer et al (2009)
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Impact of SPPT on ENSO forecasts

 SPPT helps reduce the RMS error
 It also increases the ensemble spread

 More reliable forecasts
 SPPT reduces cold bias

ensemble spread

RMSE

Antje Weisheimer, 2019
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NCAR, CAM4 ENSO without and with stochastic parametrization. 
Christensen et al, 2017
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Number of tropical cyclones: Impact of resolution vs stochastic physics
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 Stochastic physics and resolution have similar impact

Observations (IBTrACS) 

Weisheimer, Vidale 2022



Regime significance

Climate models simulate circulation regimes poorly

Dawson et al, 
2012
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P - ETCWV

Results: Ensemble TCWV and P-E with and without SPPT

Water closer to conservation in the ensemble members when 
SPPT perturbations are added to surface P-E.
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Aneesh Subramanian, Milan Kloewer
and Kristian Strommen. 



However, there may be a much simpler way to enforce conservation

From Palmer (2001)

Milan Klöwer has suggested a way of implementing (20) whilst retaining the 
rationale behind SPPT:

1) Integrate model-with-SPPT over a partial timestep. Estimate perturbations 
to dynamical variables. 

2) Using these perturbations, run model-with-(20) rather than SPPT.
3) These define the stochastic tendencies for arriving at the next timestep. 
4) Nb (1) could be performed at low numerical precision to minimize cost 

implications. 



A strength of ECMWF

Test different representations of model uncertainty in 
data assimilation mode – c.f. Rodwell and Palmer 

(2007). 



We need representation of model uncertainty for the oceans and land 
surface, otherwise we might be overdoing atmospheric schemes to 
compensate for an overly deterministic ocean/land-surface scheme. 

We have done this for EC-Earth. 

Other Model Components



At a fundamental level, model uncertainty arises because we violate the scaling symmetries 
of Navier-Stokes when we truncate the equations numerically. Model uncertainty is  
ontological not epistemic. 

SPPT attempts to represent such ontological uncertainty. By design it goes beyond 
parameter uncertainty. It is holistic but not ad hoc. It is supported (and could be improved) 
by coarse-grain statistics from high-res data sets. It improves not only NWP scores, but 
systematic errors on climate timescales. 

Non-conservation issues e.g. for water can be addressed by perturbing surface fluxes 
consistently or by a hybrid SPPT/SPPI scheme. 

SPPT is easy to maintain across new model cycles. By contrast, parameter perturbation 
schemes will have to be retuned each time new or revised parametrisations are introduced.

Schemes to represent model uncertainty should be tested in data assimilation mode. 

We need to introduce representations of model uncertainty for the ocean and land surface 
too to avoid ”compensating errors”. 

Conclusions 
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